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PRESIDENT HOLLANDE TO JOIN THE PARIS CLIMATE LAST TALKS TO REACH A
FINAL ACCORD
ALONGSIDE COP21´s PRESIDENT FABIUS

Paris, Washington DC, 12.12.2015, 11:21 Time

USPA NEWS - The countdown is launched and negotiators from 150 countries at COP21 participants at Le Bourget, agree in time on
the last details of the outcome of a close and historic agreement. President Hollande will join the talks as delegates debate what
organisers hope is the final draft of unprecedented.

The countdown is launched and negotiators from 150 countries at the COP21 participants at Le Bourget, agree in time on the last
details of the outcome of a close and historic agreement. French President Francois Hollande will join the Paris climate talks as
delegates debate what organisers hope is the final draft of an unprecedented agreement among all countries to fight global warming
together. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
According to President of COP21, Laurent Fabius, it is an extra weight to this last (expected to be the last“¦) session of December 12.
Laurent Fabius who is also the French Foreign Minister has been leading plenary meetings at the two weeks of U.N. climate talks as
representing the Presidency of COP21. His diplomacy´s skills have been an asset to the talks and negotiations expressed through the
diverse opinions, and specific requirements of each party.
Hollande's presence will give extra weight to Saturday's session. French officials say what they hope is the final draft has been
completed and is being translated for discussion among delegates. This agreement whether it is positive could be a landmark global
deal to fight climate change. A unique global agreement in the whole history of the planet. This is why, all the so all wills and energies
are mobilised in these very latest negotiation finalisation hours to reach a global consensus and will protect the planet for future
generations. Besides, the French president Hollande, has joined this final and crucial stage of the negotiation between parts of United
Nations.
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